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Feature Chart
It will be helpful to have a feature chart in 
front of you during today’s class. 
Take a moment and pull one up, either 
from Canvas or the course website.



Neutralization Practice

How are [t], [d], and [ɾ] distributed? 
Which are allophones of the same phonemes, and which are allophones of different phonemes?

English Gloss English Gloss

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

ˈɹɑɪt
ˈɹɑɪd
ˈpæt
ˈpæd
ˈplɔt
ˈplɔd
ˈplit
ˈplid
ˈfeɪt
ˈfeɪd

‘write’
‘ride’
‘pat’
‘pad’
‘plot’
‘plod’
‘pleat’
‘plead’
‘fate’
‘fade’

k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.

ˈɹɑɪɾɪŋ
ˈɹɑɪɾɪŋ
ˈpæɾɪŋ
ˈpæɾɪŋ
ˈplɔɾɪŋ
ˈplɔɾɪŋ
ˈpliɾɪŋ
ˈpliɾɪŋ
ˈfeɪɾɪŋ
ˈfeɪɾɪŋ

‘writing’
‘riding’
‘patting’
‘padding’
‘plotting’
‘plodding’
‘pleating’
‘pleading’
‘fating’
‘fading’



Natural classes
● In many phonological distributions and processes, sounds function 

together by common properties
ex. /b/ → [β] / V __ V

/ɡ/ → [ɣ] / V __ V
● Instead of writing two separate rules that are very similar, we group 

them together as a single rule by identifying what is common:
○ [b] and [ɡ] are voiced oral stops
○ [β] and [ɣ] are voiced oral fricatives
○ the environment for the rule is the same: V __ V

● voiced oral stops → fricatives / V __ V



Natural classes
● [b] and [g] form the natural class of voiced oral stops

● [β] and [ɣ] form the natural class of voiced oral fricatives

● These natural classes include other members, such as [d] and [ð]

● Together, they are part of a larger natural class of obstruents

Natural class – a group of sounds that can be classified together based on 
a general description 

We will refine this definition of ‘general description’ once we learn about 
‘distinctive features’



Natural classes
● Some of the rules we have seen are ‘assimilation’ rules, whereby one 

sound acquires the property of another and they become more alike. 
● A common assimilation is voicing assimilation:

ex. English lɑb lɑbd ‘lobbed’
lɑp lɑpt ‘lopped’

Lithuanian adbekti ‘to run up’
adɡimti ‘to be born again’
atpraʃiːti ‘to ask’
atkurti ‘to reestablish’

● Clusters or sequences of consonants must match for voicing; in these 
cases the root consonant causes the consonant in the affix to match



Distinctive features
● Assimilations can be thought of as one segment passing on a 

‘property’ to another. The ‘property’ is termed a distinctive feature. 

● Distinctive features are useful both for classifying sounds together 
into natural classes,  and for writing formal rules that express 
assimilations as well as other processes 

● Features are defined based on articulatory or acoustic properties 
○ ex. the feature [voice] refers to vibration of the vocal folds

● We now replace our descriptive terms with more formal features
○ Voiced consonants are [+voice]
○ Voiceless consonants are [-voice]



Writing rules with 
distinctive features
● Voicing assimilation can now be expressed using features. 

● If we want to express the fact that the natural class of voiced stops 
become voiceless adjacent to a voiceless consonant, we can write:

●  [+voice, -sonorant, -cont] → [-voice] / ___ [-voice]

[-sonorant] describes obstruents

[-continuant] describes stops

● Instead of a description, we define the target using features



[sonorant]
[sonorant] references air flow through the vocal tract and spontaneous 
voicing

● [+sonorant] continuous, non-turbulent air flow through the vocal 
tract so as to induce spontaneous voicing

● [-sonorant] turbulent or blocked air flow through the vocal tract; 
no spontaneous voicing

[+son] nasal stops, liquids, glides (‘sonorants’) and vowels
ex.  m n ŋl r j w a e i u o

[-son] oral stops, fricatives and affricates (‘obstruents’)
ex. p t k tʃ b d dʒ g  s v  



[continuant]

[continuant] is defined with respect to significant obstruction in the oral tract. 

● [+continuant] air passes through oral tract in a continuous stream 

● [−continuant] airflow blocked in the oral tract

[+cont] fricatives, liquids, glides, vowels
ex. f v s ʃ ʒ l r w j a e i o u

[-cont] stops and affricates
ex. p t k tʃ b d dʒ g m n ŋ <--- note the nasal stops!

[l] is usually [+cont], but can depend on language

 



/β ð ɣ/ → [b d g] / nasal C ___

(like in the Kikuria section problem)

But this format does not recognize 

a)    what the sets of target sounds have in common

b)    the relationship between fricatives and stops

c) the relationship between the conditioning environment 
(nasal) and the output of the rule (both stops). 

The same rule in features reflects the (single) feature changing and 
the environment which conditions the change  

Fortition or Hardening



/β ð ɣ/ → [b d g] / nasal C ___

(like in the Kikuria section problem)

But this format does not recognize 

a)    what the sets of target sounds have in common
b)    the relationship between fricatives and stops
c) the relationship between the conditioning environment 

(nasal) and the output of the rule (both stops). 

The same rule in features reflects the (single) feature changing and 
the environment which conditions the change, both of which involve 
the feature [continuant]

[+cons, +voice, +cont] →  [-cont] / [+cons, +nasal, -cont] ____

Fortition or Hardening



/β ð ɣ/ → [b d g] / nasal C ___

(like in the Kikuria section problem)

But this format does not recognize 

a)    what the sets of target sounds have in common
b)    the relationship between fricatives and stops
c) the relationship between the conditioning environment 

(nasal) and the output of the rule (both stops). 

The same rule in features reflects the (single) feature changing and the 
environment which conditions the change, both of which involve the feature 
[continuant]

[+cons, +voice] →  [-cont] / [+cons, +nasal, -cont] ____

(technically, you don’t need to specify [+cont] to the left of the arrow if it is changing values)

Fortition or Hardening



Rule writing with features
● Features are placed within brackets: [         ]

● If there are more than one feature, list them horizontally with commas, 
or (better) list them vertically

  [+cons, +voice, +cont]

+cons

+voice

+cont



Rule writing with features
● Identify the target sound or group of sounds with the fewest, most 

precise features

● Identify which feature or features of the target sound changes and put 
those to the right of the arrow. 

● Identify the conditioning environment with the fewest, most precise 
features

● Make sure your feature sets do not include sounds that are not 
participating in the rule or exclude sounds that are



[consonantal]

[consonantal] is defined with respect to constriction in the oral cavity

● [+consonantal] – complete or narrow constriction in the oral cavity

● [−consonantal] – little constriction in the oral cavity  

[+cons] stops, fricatives, affricates, liquids

ex. p t k f s tʃ b d dʒ ʒ g m n ŋ  l r

[-cons] glides, vowels

ex. w j a e i o u



Writing rules with 
distinctive features
Unnatural rules are difficult to write using distinctive features

Natural rule: /a ɛ e ɔ o/ →  [ã ɛ ̃ẽ ɔ̃ õ] / ____ [m n ŋ]

Unnatural rule: /t  ŋ  l/ →  [d  u  z] / ___ [i o]

 

Both rules are easy to write using a list of segments, but only the first one 
is easily converted to features:

 

[-consonantal, -high] →  [+nasal] / ____ [+consonantal, +nasal]



Natural classes and 
distinctive features

Natural class – a group of sounds that can be classified together based on 
a general description → a set of shared distinctive features



Vowels vs. glides
● [Glides [ j w]  are [-cons], so to distinguish them from vowels, 

another feature is used, [syllabic] (abbreviated [syll])

glides [-cons, -syll]

vowels [-cons, +syll]

consonants [+cons, -syll]



Major class features: 
summary

[consonantal] [syllabic] [sonorant]
Vowels - + +
Glides - - +
Sonorant 
consonants + - +

Obstruents + - -



Other manner features
● [nasal] lowered velum to allow air to pass through nose

● [lateral] lowered sides of tongue to allow air to pass 

[l] is [+lateral] whereas [r] is [-lateral]

● [delayed release] burst release delayed
- distinguishes stops from affricates
[+del. rel] affricates
[-del. rel] stops



Place features
While features were all binary when first introduced, others are now 
considered to be monovalent. 

[LABIAL] – articulated with the lips
[CORONAL] – articulated with the tip or blade of the tongue raised
[DORSAL] – articulated with back of tongue raised

[anterior] is used to distinguish among coronal sounds

[+anterior] s  t̪  t at or in front of alveolar ridge
[-anterior] ʃ   ʈ  c behind alveolar ridge



Place features
● Other minor features distinguish among coronals

[+anterior] s  t̪  t at or in front of alveolar ridge

[-anterior] ʃ   ʈ  c behind alveolar ridge

[+distributed]: tongue is extended with constriction 
  along direction of airflow

laminal dentals and postalveolar  t̪  c

[-distributed]: no constriction along direction of airflow

apical alveolars and retroflex t ʈ



Place features

[+strident] f v s z ʃ ʒ high frequency frication noise

[-strident] ɸ β θ ð

This feature is useful for distinguishing labial fricatives



Palatals
Palatals are traditionally classified as DORSAL and distinguished from 
velars by using the tongue body feature [high]

palatal DORSAL +high

velar DORSAL -high

● Nevertheless, palatals often pattern with post-alveolar sounds

ex. [i] may trigger palatalization of /s/ → [ʃ] and /n/ → [ɲ]. 

● For this reason, many linguists now classify palatals as 

[CORONAL, -anterior]



Vowels
[+front] [-front]   

[-back] [+back]
[+high]

i ɨ u

[-high] [-low]
e ə o

[+low]
æ a ɑ

NOTE The IPA chart places [a] as a front vowel. In phonology, it is considered 
a central or back vowel. If there is only one low vowel, it may be written as 
either a or ɑ



Other vowel features

● [round]  lips are rounded or protruded

● [tense]  deliberate, precise muscular effort

● [advanced tongue root] or [ATR]  

      root of tongue is advanced, creating expanded pharyngeal cavity

● [long] longer duration



Ewe (Kwa, spoken in 
Ghana, Togo)

Examine the distribution of [r] and [l].

Write a rule in features to capture the distribution.



Generalizations

[r] occurs after alveolars, postalveolars and palatals

[l] occurs after labials, velars and labio-velars as well as 
word-initially and after vowels

[+cons, +son, +lat] → [-lat] / [+cons, CORONAL]  _____



a. ræːð ‘writhe’ j. boːr ‘boar’
b. nʌin ‘nine’ k. beːʒ ‘beige’
c. tiːz ‘tease’ l. rod ‘road’
d. lʌːv ‘love’ m. kaːr ‘car’
e. liθ ‘Leith’ n. hom ‘home’
f. lʌif ‘life’ o. raʃ ‘rash’
g. pis ‘peace’ p. fud ‘food’
h. rob ‘robe’ q. bik ‘beak’
i. sket ‘skate’ r. sʉp ‘soup’

Vowels are lengthened before a certain class of sounds in word-final 
syllables. 

Scottish English



[+cons, +voice, +cont] describes [ð v z ʒ r]

● [+cons] to describe consonants, not vowels

● [+voice] to describe that they are all voiced

● [+cont] to describe fricatives and non-nasal sonorants

V → [+long] / ____ [+cons, +voice, +cont]

The feature [+cont] is useful for grouping fricatives and [r] together. 
Note that [r] or [ɾ] is often the result of spirantization for alveolar sounds (/t/ → [ɾ]/V __ V). 
While [r] is [+cont], it is controversial whether [ɾ] is [+cont] or [-cont], but spirantization 
suggests it should be [+cont]

Scottish English



Feature help
Peter Jurgec and his students at the University of Toronto have 
developed a suite of phonology apps to help you learn rules, 
derivations and features:

http://www.phonology.us/ 

http://www.phonology.us/featurize

Note that this feature set treats place features as binary and has 
some other odd properties such as classifying all vowels as 
[pharyngeal]. Use with caution

http://www.phonology.us/
http://www.phonology.us/featurize


Closing Business
● HW1 due tonight before midnight
● Quiz 2 will be posted later today (due 10am Tues.)
● In the future, should pdfs of the homework also be posted to 

canvas?
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